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LOFTwall is at the Center of Neocon’s 2013 “Ideas Revealed” Theme 
 
 
LOFTwall, a manufacturer of distinctive lightweight, modular, modern divider screen 
products and an Interior Design Magazine “Best of Year” honoree, will return to Neocon, 
space 8-7046, for the second year to connect with designers to talk about the dynamic 
future needs of workspaces. Wave, LOFTwall’s signature product is a backdrop for this 
year’s NeoCon theme, “Ideas Revealed,” where in addition to revealing the latest products, 
designers will exchange ideas, discuss the changing marketplace and how design can 
shape the future of work.  
 
LOFTwall’s primary focus at NeoCon is to connect with the design community, and 
educate their growing representative and dealer network on the evolving “workscape”, 
helping designers, dealers and forward thinking organizations design for both the 
present and future. LOFTwall is inviting visitors to their 8th floor space to post their 
inspirations to an idea wall that will be shared with the broader design community via 
social media during NeoCon.  
 
“2013 is a pivotal year for growth at LOFTwall, our products truly serve a niche to both 
designers and end-users who have been looking for a solution that provides flexibility in 
their present environment and will adapt to their future needs.” said LOFTwall founder 
Steve Kinder. “LOFTwall is a product that evolves with the needs of the customer, serving 
a diverse range of needs to workspaces that are changing now and in the future” 
 
LOFTwall will also showcase several product enhancements and a new mobile marker 
board product. MOBI, a smaller format mobile marker screen allows users new freedom 
and flexibility to capture thoughts at their desks, or roll them to a team meeting for 
collaboration. MOBI is a functional accent to any office that is in need of design solutions 
to foster creativity and flexibility. 
 
About LOFTwall 
LOFTwall’s mission is to change the world one space at a time, creating innovative and 
straightforward solutions for environments where you work, live and play. LOFTwall 
manufacturer’s divider screen systems for various environments including commercial, 
office, higher education, healthcare residential and retail. LOFTwall’s products are made 
in the U.S.A.  LOFTwall was founded in 2008 by Steve Kinder, a design entrepreneur & 
industrial designer. A Rhode Island School of Design graduate, Kinder has designed 
consumer products, furniture, event environments and branding systems. For more 
information, please visit www.LOFTwall.com. 
 
For more information, or to schedule an interview with Steve Kinder, please call Amy King 
at 202.288.8335 or email amy@LOFTwall.com.  



 
About NeoCon 
The 45th annual NeoCon®, the National Exposition of Contract Furnishings, is North 
America’s largest design exposition and conference for commercial interiors. NeoCon 
features the latest design trends, products, and concepts in office/corporate, healthcare, 
hospitality/retail, residential, school/institutional, and government interior environments, 
from more than 600 showrooms and exhibitors. NeoCon offers the most comprehensive 
conference schedule in the industry with more than 100 CEU-accredited seminars, 
industry association forums, and keynote presentations. More than 40,000 trade 
professionals are expected to attend NeoCon 2013, including: architects, interior 
designers, facility managers, space planners, dealers/distributors, manufacturers/reps, 
corporate real estate executives, office managers, purchasing managers, project 
managers, press and students. 
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